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Abstract
Active configuration i.e., source coupling via a power converter, is the most common configuration for fuel
cell/supercapacitor (FC/SC) vehicles. Passive connection of the FC with the SCs without any converters is an
original and less expensive solution to distribute the power among the sources. This passive configuration does
not require an energy management strategy. In fact, the power distribution only depends on the FC and SC
impedance characteristics. Conventional methods to size the SC follow two criteria: storage capacity and
maximum voltage. In this paper, a third criterion is added which is the FC operating current dynamics. This novel
sizing methodology reduces the FC degradation and improves the global system efficiency. Experimental results
provide validation to the proposed sizing approach. The SCs boost the FC to meet the requirements of the load
with a guarantee of system stability reaching higher global performances and less stress to the FC.
Keywords: Energy management, Fuel cell, Passive configuration, Multi-source Sizing, Supercapacitor, Vehicular
applications
1. Introduction
In the last decade, there has been a growing interest in fuel cell (FC) vehicles [1, 2]. By using hydrogen (H2),
FC vehicles are considered as a promising solution to reduce greenhouse gases for long-range vehicles [3, 4].
However, FC systems offer a limited dynamic. Fast power transients can lead to a gas starvation, which can
permanently damage the FC [5, 6]. Furthermore, the energy flow of FC systems is unidirectional, which does not
allow recovering braking energy. The literature review of energy storage systems (ESS) presented in [7], shows
that the hybridization of ESSs with complementary features copes with the harsh working environment that a
single ESS cannot achieve. Thus the coupling of FC with other ESS devices can improve the vehicle performances
by handling the power transients, recovering braking energy, extending its lifetime and reducing its cost [8]. The
hybrid configurations are classified in mainly in active and passive connection, based on the way that the
components are connected to the DC bus [9]. Active configurations use at least one converter to combine the
sources. Like the case of Toyota Mirai and Hyundai Tucson that have an active FC/battery configuration, using
Ni-Mh and Li-Poly battery packs, respectively [10]. Honda has chosen an active fuel cell/supercapacitor (FC/SC)
configuration to supply fast power dynamic of the vehicle in its 2002 FCX. However, the new 2014 FCX Clarity
uses a FC/battery in active configuration. Active configurations require designing and performing a stable control
associated to an energy management strategy and an additional DC/DC converter, where its size is a function of
the power demand [11]. In [12], Blackwelder et al. proposed hybrid power source that allows the interconnection
of a FC and a battery having dissimilar operating voltages, and supply high current peaks by an energy management
strategy. In this respect, different criteria to design an energy management strategy can be found in the literature;
minimization of fuel consumption or cost, and maximal efficiency, power identification or degradation [13, 14].
However, the converters utilized in the active configuration increase the energy losses, the volume, the weight, the
cost and the failure probabilities of the hybrid system [15].
Contrary to active configuration, passive configurations avoid the use of power electronics converter. Passive
configurations provide a natural power split by directly connecting the FC and an ESS in parallel. In such
architecture, the current distribution between the FC and the ESS is not controlled. In this respect, a previous study
explores an indirect power control in a FC/battery passive configuration by regulating the FC pressure [16].
However, this method operates the FC at pressure lower that its nominal value that makes complicated the purging.
In [17], a comparative study shows that the passive configuration of FC/SC reduce the hydrogen consumption due

to the elimination of the energy conversion losses of the converter. In this regard, Arora et al. present that the
hydrogen stoichiometry can be reduced for a passive configuration of FC/SC to reduce the fuel overconsumption
and avoid flooding inside the FC [18]. Another study shows that the passive hybridization of FC/SC improves the
FC performance due to the SC removes the peaks from the demanded power [19]. Macias et al. compare the active
and passive FC/SC configuration for a vehicular application [20]. Simulation results show that passive
configuration increases the global efficiency due to the elimination of power electronics and makes the drawn
power from the FC smoother that leads to longer lifetime of the FC. It should be noted that simulation has been
used in the majority of studies and experimental validations considering driving operations are limited to a few
studies [21, 22]. In another perspective, recent papers study the response of a passive FC/SC configuration at the
scale of each FC cell under different situations [23, 24]. The configuration of a FC with SC as energy/power buffer
represents an interesting solution, because their high specific power and power density as compared to batteries,
SC can assist a FC to meet the transients and high-power requirements peaks [25].
However, the parallel connection can result in a high inrush current if both systems do not have the same
electric potential. Recently, some efforts have been made in the initial voltage conditions of the FC/SC passive
configuration mainly focusing on the SC pre-charging and the passive system operation. In the commonly used
SCs, the terminals voltage decay can vary from 5 to 15% within 48 h, due to auto-discharge phenomenon [26].
Therefore, in case that the SC is completely discharged or has a lower voltage than the FC in the startup phase of
the passive hybrid energy system, the demanded load can produce a high inrush current and lead to the degradation
of the FC system. Wu et al. use a pre-charging fixed resistor to charge the SC just below the FC open circuit
voltage (OCV). This avoids inrush current at the time of connecting the sources but increases the startup time [22].
The instantaneous high input current can also be limited without a resistor, by controlling the initial H2 flow [27].
Silva et al. propose to turn on the FC after connecting the SC in order to increase progressively the voltage and
reduce the high peak of current [28]. The presented principles are experimentally validated using a current pulse
load. Silva et al. study FC/SC passive configuration by simulation and implement an experimental setup to study
the effect of high current on FC degradation.
Another important aspect is the sizing of the hybrid system, i.e. the selection of the FC and ESS characteristics,
this stage is crucial to obtain a functional passive power split. Compare to active configuration where a DC/DC
converter adapts the voltage of the components to the bus voltage. In this respect, Arora et al. analyze the FC and
SC characteristics to split the power based on the traction power frequency distribution, and concluded that the SC
has to store enough energy to assist the FC [29]. In [30], a study of a passive SC/battery configuration presents a
method to calculate the SC size by using a supercapacitor energy controller in a PV power smoothing application.
This method determines the required energy storage size of the SC while assuring the defined smoothness of the
battery power.
In view of the reviewed works, some efforts have already been made concerning the sizing of passive FC/SC
configuration in vehicular applications. However, so far, these methods just consider the energetic behavior of the
SC along the utilized profiles. In addition to common concerns regarding the voltage and SOC levels of the SC,
the current dynamics operational limits of the FC are necessary to be considered along the different operation
phases of the system. These requirements have made the formulation of this sizing method of a passive FC/SC
hybrid energy system for a vehicle application. Prior to this paper, no sizing approach for FC vehicles considers
the storage capacity, maximum voltage, and current dynamics of the FC at the same time. Experimental tests are
performed to assess the performance of the proposed sizing approach. Three tests are carried out: SC pre-charging,
load current step, and on-road operation. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
the studied FC/SC system along with the explanation of the model and the pre-charging strategy. Section III
describes the FC and SC designs. Section IV copes with the real-time validation and the discussion of the
experimental results.
2. Vehicle modeling and representation
2.1. Studied vehicle
The studied FC/SC architecture is based on the traction characteristics of low speed Nemo battery electric truck
of the Hydrogen Research Institute of Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières (UQTR), shown in Fig. 1a. The
studied traction subsystem is composed of a voltage-source inverter (VSI), a three-phase machine, a gearbox, a
differential, and two driven wheels shown in Fig. 1b. The powertrain is built on an ACX-2043, 3𝜙 AC/4.8 kW

induction machine which is operated by an AC induction motor controller to set the motor speed. The speed and
torque control of 3-phase AC motors has a wide input voltage range of 40V to 80V. The main characteristics of
the FC hybrid electric vehicle are detailed in [31]. The vehicle was instrumented with current and voltage sensors
as well as a satellite global positioning system (GPS) antenna which provides speed and altitude information. An
on-road urban driving cycle test has been carried out by the Nemo vehicle at the campus of the UQTR [32]. From
this on-road test, the studied driving cycle is composed of a repetitive sequence of constant speed (20 km/h),
acceleration and braking phases. In addition, during this test, the vehicle has not been on a flat road. The maximum
speed of Nemo is 40 km/h, and it reaches a maximum acceleration of 1.7 m/s2.

Fig. 1. Nemo electric vehicle, a) picture, b) studied FC/SC vehicle architecture
This results in a full-scale traction power profile Pts which is used as a reference for this paper in order to
subject the sizing approach to the real operation of a specific vehicle shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Full-scale Nemo vehicle speed and power from an on-road test drive
In a pure electric mode with two passengers, the Nemo vehicle has an autonomy of 60 km. This autonomy can be
increased by replacing the original battery pack with a passive FC/SC energy system. Fig. 1b shows the used
passive configuration in which the FC is associated with a diode and the SC are directly connected in parallel. The
traction is represented as an electric load connected to the DC bus voltage. As in a conventional capacitor, SC
terminals voltage (𝑢𝑠𝑐 ) depends on the energy stored in its electric field. When the SC are charged or discharged,
the terminals voltage respectively increases or decreases in a rate which depends on the size of the SC. In this
respect, the current in a SC can instantaneously change its value while the SC voltage can be considered continuous
with a limited change rate. As the FC and the SC are connected in parallel, the voltage and the FC current are
continuous and with a limited change rate which mainly depends on the SC capacitance. Depending on the SC
characteristics, this configuration allows to filter the FC current (𝑖𝑓𝑐 ), reducing stack faults, and degradation [33].

Fig. 3 illustrates the natural current distribution response of the utilized passive FC/SC energy system. The SC acts
as a low-pass filter, that supply the requested current while the FC increase gradually its voltage. In this example,
it is assumed that the FC and the SC starts at the same potential and the load current step maintains a constant
value. This current step can be interpreted as the hardest load required to the FC/SC energy system, where the
current is represented as per-unit (pu) current.

Fig. 3. FC/SC current distribution principle for a load current step.
When the passive system is turned on, the FC delivers a positive voltage. In this case, if the SC is initially
discharged, a direct connection between the FC and the SC happens which is comparable to a short circuit of the
FC resulting in a high peak inrush current 𝑖𝑓𝑐 . In [34], a study shows that the short circuit operation reduced the
mass transfer performance that is reflected as a higher voltage drop at high current levels. To avoid this phenomenon
a SC pre-charging system is implemented, as patented by NISSAN in 2005 [35]. The pre-charging system consists
of a fixed resistor 𝑅 and a switch 𝐾𝑅 , as shown in Fig. 1b. The current will flow through the resistor 𝑅 if the state
of the switch 𝐾𝑅 is open. That means the resistor 𝑅 is placed in series with the FC and SC. The function of this
resistor is to limit the inrush current during power-up phase, this high peak of current reduces the lifetime of the FC
due to the starvation phenomena. This is the most classical method defined in the literature for DC bus capacitors
initialization. When the voltage level of the FC is like the one of the SC, the state of the switch is changed to close.
When the switch 𝐾𝑅 is close the resistor 𝑅 is bypassed, this means the current flows through the short-circuit
generated by the contactor of the switch.
2.2. Modeling
The passive ESS is composed of a FC, a diode, a pre-charged resistor, a switch, and finally a SC pack. The FC
operation depends on many phenomena such as the gas and liquid transport, heat exchanges, and electrochemical
reactions. In this regard, there are two important approaches of mechanistic and semi-empirical modeling in FC
domain. The former goes through these phenomena in details and the latter adopts a macroscopic approach to mask
certain internal phenomena. Here, the FC model is represented in an energetic way as detailed in [36]. The ufc output
voltage is then a non-linear function of the current ifc, which depends on the double-layer and quasi-static capacity
voltages of the cells [37]. The capacitive behavior of the cells changes in gas pressure (Nernst law), and electrical
losses govern this function, which can be statically presented by a polarization curve [38]. In a passive configuration
the current ifc imposed to the FC depends on the states of the switch KR, the diode, and the pre-charged resistor as:
𝑢𝑓𝑐 −𝑢𝑠𝑐
𝑟𝐷 +𝐾𝑅 𝑅

= 𝑖𝑓𝑐 , with 𝐾𝑅 = {0,1}

(1)

where rD is the diode resistance, R represents the pre-charged resistor, usc is the SC voltage, and the state of the
switch KR becomes 1 when it is open and the current flow through the resistor, and 0 when it is closed and precharging resistor is bypassed. As shown in Fig. 1b, the FC is connected in series with a diode to prevent reverse
current into the FC and this circuit is connected in parallel with the SC. The diode represented as a resistor element
causes a voltage drop, triggering a current flow from the FC to the system. This difference is the one that regulates
the current of the FC.
The FC/SC electric parallel connection distributes the power of the FC and SC subsystems to the traction system
load. The FC and traction subsystem current, ifc and its, are added together to generate the SC currents isc, which is
modeled by the Kirchhoff’s current law (2).
𝑖𝑠𝑐 = 𝑖𝑡𝑠 − 𝑖𝑓𝑐

(2)

Regarding the SCs, a series RC model is used to only consider their fast dynamics (3). The resistor rsc models the
voltage drops during the charging and discharging phases, and the constant capacitance Csc characterizes the
capacitive behavior of the SC. The linear dependence of the capacitance with respect to the voltage across the

capacitor usc, the leakage resistance which induces losses when the SCs are not used, and the charge distributions
phenomenon are not taken into account due to the fact that their time constants are very large compared with the
dynamics of the considered application (from a few hundreds of seconds to several hours) [39].
𝑢𝑠𝑐 = 𝑟𝑠𝑐 𝑖𝑠𝑐 +

1
𝐶𝑠𝑐

(3)

∫ 𝑖𝑠𝑐 𝑑𝑡

The traction subsystem is considered as an electric load (Fig. 1b). The current of traction subsystem, its, is then
expressed by the electrical traction power, Pts (depending on the considered driving cycle) and the DC bus voltage,
usc (see Fig. 2):
(4)

𝑖𝑡𝑠 = 𝑃𝑡𝑠 ⁄𝑢𝑠𝑐

2.3. Energetic Macroscopic Representation and Pre-Charged Strategy
The Energetic Macroscopic Representation (EMR) of the studied vehicle is deduced from the relationships
presented in section 2.2 (Fig. 4). The components are connected respecting the physical interaction principle of
action-reaction [40]. One of the main advantages of this graphical description is to represent the interaction of
different physical phenomena in the same diagram.
The FC system, the SC, and the traction system are considered as electrical sources which impose the FC voltage
𝑢𝑓𝑐 , the SC voltage usc, and the traction subsystem current its, respectively. The diode, the pre-charged resistor, and
the switch are considered as a mono-domain conversion element with the voltages of 𝑢𝑓𝑐 and 𝑢𝑠𝑐 as the inputs, the
current 𝑖𝑓𝑐 as the output, and the reference switch state 𝐾𝑅 as the tuning input. The parallel connection is represented
as a coupling element.
A strategy-level output needs to be defined, which will be the pre-charging strategy block of Fig. 4. The precharged switch 𝐾𝑅 state depends on the SC voltage 𝑢𝑠𝑐 . 𝐾𝑅 is switched on when the SC voltage 𝑢𝑠𝑐 reaches a value
close to the FC OCV by the pre-charging strategy.
R, rD and KR parallel connection.
ufc
FC

ifc
KR

(1) i
fc
usc

pre-charging
strategy

(2)

usc
its
isc
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(4)
TS load
(3)
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Fig. 4. Energetic Macroscopic Representation of the studied vehicle
3. Fuel Cell and Supercapacitor Design
3.1. Hybrid System Design
In this paper, the studied hybrid power source is based on a Horizon 500-W FC (H-500 FC). The rated power of
the selected FC can supply the requested power of the 1/25th scale electrical traction power during the maximum
speed and high acceleration rates. In order to preserve and reduce the FC degradation, frequency decomposition of
traction power is often performed for active FC/SC configurations with power electronics [41, 42]. If the system is
well designed, the passive coupling of the FC with SC naturally preserves the FC from excessively fast dynamic
power demands. If the FC is expose to sudden peak currents, its lifetime is reduced, and the output voltage will not
get a steady value at the requested moment. This effect is due to the phenomenon of starvation, which means there
is an insufficient supply of reactant gas [43]. Thus, to avoid starvation some authors considered that the power
gradient value should be between 2% to 20% of the FC maximum power per second, or 4 to 50 A/s as the FC

dynamic limitation [44]. In addition, other studies indicate that the FC suffers a percentage of power reduction when
there is a load variation rate higher than 10% of the maximum FC power per second [45, 46]. These limitations
generally result in a current slope which should not be exceeded in order to reduce the stress in the FC system.
Considering typical values on the literature, it has been assumed that a limitation of 2 A/s allows to avoid
degradation and gas starvation. That means the system can reach its maximum current in 15s, while respecting the
slow dynamics of the FC.
In order to select the adequate value, a comparison of several cut-off frequencies responses to a step traction
current is shown in Fig. 5. In the figure the FC current is plotted in per-unit, and the maximum corresponding current
slope is also indicated. Assuming a current step of 30 A, which correspond to the nominal current of the Horizon
FC, the maximum current slope varies from 18.9 A/s for a cut-off frequency of 100 mHz to 1.8 A/s for a cut-off
frequency of 10 mHz. The selected cut-off frequency is fc=10 mHz, which corresponds to a maximum current slope
of 1.8 A/s. The resulted current slope respects the specified current limitation of 2 A/s. However, the selected cutoff frequency has a stabilization time of about 80 s as shown in Fig. 5. Operating at this frequency has two main
advantages. First, the FC does not suffer from any significant current transients (1.8 A/s), preventing it from gas
starvation and its degradation effects [47]. Secondly, the FC rarely operates at its OCV since the stabilization time
is very short. A frequency of 10 mHz therefore preserves the FC membrane and catalyst, since operation at the OCV
accelerates the generation of peroxide and hydroperoxide radicals, which attack the membrane and catalyst [48, 49].
Finally, if the FC and the SC have the same initial potential, the startup time to achieve 50 % of the rated current
for the FC system is 10 seconds. Regarding the United States Department of Energy (DOE) targets for light-duty
FC vehicles, the ultimate target for FC startup time to full-flow is between 5 to 15 s, depending on the ambient
temperature [50]. The chosen cut-off frequency of 10mHz is thus a compromise between performance and
degradation minimization. However, the SC sizing should be done taking into consideration the maximum current
peak of the system that corresponds to maximum acceleration.

Fig. 5. Frequency decomposition and current slopes considering a traction current step
3.2. Supercapacitor Design
By comparison, FC/SC passive configurations are less expensive and simpler to operate than active
configurations, nevertheless, the performance depends on the sizing of the energy systems [51]. Conventional
methods size SC according to two criteria: storage capacity and maximum voltage [22, 29, 33, 51]. However, in
this work, a third criterion has been added which is the current dynamic range of the FC. This section first explains
the two common criteria found in the literature, then how SC parameters affect the FC operating frequency, and
finally based on the desired FC current dynamic this analysis is used to size the SC
Concerning the storage capacity criterion, the SC must assist the FC regardless of the load stress imposed by the
traction. In this respect, SC need to be designed according to their storage capacity (Wh) since their energy density
is relatively low (5-10 Wh/kg) compared to their power density (1-5 kW/kg) [52]. Hence, if the energy requirements
are met, the power requirements will be met too. This requires knowing the maximal vehicle operation requirements
by a frequency decomposition. The frequency decomposition at 10 mHz of the 1/25th scale electrical traction power
during the road test of Fig. 2b, is divided in low frequency and compensation power. The low frequency power
(PLF) is the power expected to be delivered by the FC, and the compensation power is the power that should be
supplied by the SC. In order to identify the maximum requested energy during the driving cycle the compensation
power component is integrated through the time and represented in terms of energy in the Fig. 6. From this analysis,
the energy that SC needs to store is less than 1.05 Wh.

Fig. 6 compensation power in terms of energy evolution
Regarding the maximum voltage criterion, the maximum voltage of the SC must be higher than the FC’s OCV.
As the FC and diode are connected in parallel to the SC, the two circuits share the same voltage. For safety purposes,
SC should not be overloaded. The right size of the SC arrangement avoids exceeding their maximum permissible
voltage [22, 53]. Apropos the third criteria, a signal flow graphs, and Mason’s gain formula are useful to complex
system analysis. In this paper, these methods are used to analyze the passive hybrid design. Mason's gain formula
allows defining the transfer function of a complex system in an efficient way. It is often applied from signal flow
graphs [54]. A signal flow graph consists of a diagram composed of a set of nodes connected by paths, representing
a set of linear equations.
In the literature semi-empirical models are utilized to describe the behavior of the FC, which is represented in a
graphical way as the polarization curve [55]. Fig. 7 presents the H-500 FC static model experimentally validated.
The FC polarization curve is composed of the reversible voltage; which is the maximum possible voltage of the FC,
and irreversible voltage losses; which are the activation, ohmic and concentration losses. The activation loss
represents the energy needed to start the reaction. The ohmic losses are caused by ionic, electronic, and contact
resistances, which in most of the models is assumed as a linear function. The concentration losses happen at high
currents and represents the mass transport, which is caused by the concentration reduction of hydrogen and oxygen
gases in electrodes. In this work it is assume that the FC will operate mostly in the ohmic region. Therefore, the
proposed SC design method assumes that the used models are linear. If the FC does not operate at OCV and high
currents, this polarization curve can be linearized to provide the linear model of the studied FC:
𝑢𝑓𝑐 = 𝑢𝑓𝑐0 − 𝑘𝑖𝑓𝑐

(5)

where the linear FC OCV (ufc0) is 28.61 V and k=0.39 is a linear coefficient.

Fig. 7. H-500 FC polarization curve
The FC current ifc versus the traction system current its signal flow chart is presented in Fig. 8a. It has been
obtained by using the model equations presented in section II.B, assuming a Laplace domain representation and the
FC linear model.
The Mason’s gain formula determines the linear transfer function T(s) between an independent input (the traction
system current its) and a dependent output (the FC current ifc) as follows:
𝑇 (𝑠 ) =

∑𝑛 𝑃𝑛 ∆𝑛
∆

(6)

where Pn is the nth path gain of the input variable to the output variable, Δ is the determinant of the graph, and Δn
is the Pn path cofactor. The determinant Δ is calculated as follows:
∆= 1 − ∑𝑜 𝐿𝑜 + ∑𝑚,𝑞 𝐿𝑚 𝐿𝑞 − ∑𝑟,𝑠,𝑡 𝐿𝑟 𝐿𝑠 𝐿𝑡 + ⋯

(7)

where ∑Lo is the sum of all individual loop gains.

Fig. 8. Fuel cell current ifc versus traction system current its, a) signal flow graph, b) Mason’s gain formula
application.
From the signal flow graph described in Fig. 8a, there are two forward paths P1 and P2 that link its to ifc (yellow
and red paths presented in Fig. 8b, respectively) and 3 loops L1, L2 and L3 (green, light blue and dark blue paths in
Fig. 8b). Note that P1 and P2 touch all the loops so Δ1=1 and Δ2=1. L1, L2 and L3 touch each other leading to Δ=1L1-L2-L3 (8). T(s) is finally defined in (9).
𝑃1 =
𝑃2 =

𝑅

𝐿1 =

𝑟𝐷
1

𝐶𝑟𝐷 𝑠

𝐿2 =

𝑅
𝑟𝐷
1

𝐶𝑟𝐷 𝑠
𝑘

∆1 = 1
(8)

∆2 = 1

𝐿1 =
∆= 1 − 𝐿1 − 𝐿2 − 𝐿3
{
𝑟𝐷
𝑖𝑓𝑐
𝑃 ∆ +𝑃 ∆
1+𝑅𝐶𝑠
𝑇 (𝑠 ) =
= 1 1 2 2=
𝑖𝑡𝑠

∆

1+𝐶(𝑟𝐷 +𝑅+𝑘)𝑠

(9)

The stabilization of the obtained T(s) is studied in the complex plane as shown in Fig. 9. The pole, represented
by a cross, is the root of the denominator of T(s). The zero, represented as a circle, is the root of the numerator. The
system is exponentially stable since the pole is in the left half of the complex plane. It is also possible to compare
T(s) with the second order transfer function T2d (s):
𝑇2𝑑 (𝑠) =

2
𝜔𝑛
2
𝑠 2 +2𝜉𝜔𝑛 𝑠+𝜔𝑛

(10)

where ξ represents the damping coefficient and ωn the natural pulsation of the second order system. Considering
that T(s) and T2d(s) poles have the same real values (red dashes in Fig. 9) and assuming that the zero of 1/Cscrsc is
higher than the pole of 1/Csc(rD+rsc+k), it is possible to identify that:
𝜉𝜔𝑛 =

1
𝐶𝑠𝑐 (𝑟𝐷 +𝑟𝑠𝑐 +𝑘)

(11)

with ξ=1 (see the green part in Fig. 9), and ωnts=4.744 from the settling time chart. The FC current stabilization time
at 1% of the final value in steady state ts can be defined as:
(12)

𝑡𝑠 (1%) = 4.744𝐶𝑠𝑐 (𝑟𝐷 + 𝑟𝑠𝑐 + 𝑘) = 5𝜏

where τ is the time constant of the FC operation. Finally, the FC current cut-off frequency can be calculated as:
𝑓𝑐 =

1
2𝜋𝜏

=

5
2𝜋𝑡𝑠 (1%)

=

5

(13)

2𝜋4.744𝐶𝑠𝑐 (𝑟𝐷 +𝑟𝑠𝑐 +𝑘)

Fig. 9. Complex plan of the studied transfer function T(s)
3.3. Study case
Based on the three criteria of the proposed sizing method the standard electrolytic capacitor value that satisfy the
constrains is a pack of two 16.2V-58F SC (BMOD0058 Maxwell SC) connected in series. This arrangement has a
higher voltage than the H-500 FC OCV, enough energy to assist the FC, and a cut-off frequency of 13 mHz. The
main characteristic of the FC/SC testbench are summarized in Table 2. The useful energy of the 2 SC Maxwell
modules Eu is computed from the nominal voltage usc0 up to the 50% of maximum voltage by (14), which is
sufficient to operate in a good efficiency operation range and to avoid physical instability due to a low FC voltage
[53, 56].
1

50 2

2

100

2
(1 − (
𝐸𝑢 = 𝐶𝑠𝑐 𝑢𝑠𝑐0

) ) = 11360𝐽

1ℎ
3600𝑠

= 3.15𝑊ℎ

(14)

As the SCs have been selected according to the FC desired operating current dynamic and the FC OCV, it is not
surprising that the SCs seem energetically oversized (3.15Wh compared to the 1.05Wh required). The energy
supplied by the SC do not exceed its limits, this ensures the physical stability and high SC efficiency.
Table 2 - Reduced-scale FC/SC passive vehicle
Component
Variable
Value
𝑢𝑓𝑐
15-32 V
𝑃𝑓𝑐,𝑚𝑎𝑥
500 W
Fuel Cell
𝑢𝑓𝑐0
28.6 V
0.39
𝑘
32.4 V
𝑢𝑠𝑐0
Supercapacitors
29 F
𝐶𝑠𝑐
44 mΩ
𝑟𝑠𝑐
Diode
2 mΩ
𝑟𝐷
Pre-charge resistor
1Ω
𝑅
𝑃
Power load
1.2 kW
𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑,𝑚𝑎𝑥

4. Real-Time Validation
4.1. Experimental Setup
Based on the traction characteristics of the low speed Nemo (Fig. 1a), a reduced scale validation is performed
on an experimental platform as shown in Fig. 10. The set-up is composed of a 500-W Horizon PEM FC, a pack of
2 Maxwell SCs, a diode, a 1 Ω pre-charged resistor and a 1.2 kW programmable DC load to emulate the traction
subsystem. The programmable DC load is used as a load drive with a power reduction of 25 compared to the fullscale studied vehicle. For the validation purpose, only mechanical braking is considered. Furthermore, the
components with the selected sizes are cable of supplying the requested power during a constant phase of maximum
speed. Voltages and currents are measured with classical LEM transducers and voltage probes. As shown in Fig.
10a electric diagram of the testbench is composed of the FC system, the pre-charged resistor, the SC system, and
the programmable load. These components are connected together by means of four 40 A contactors Kfc, KR, Ksc
and Kload. The contactor Kfc, and Kload are implemented as safe contactors to stop the test in case of a failure.

Fig. 10. Test bench, a) diagram, b) experimental platform
A test is proposed to validate the design of the FC/SC passive configuration system under the conditions of the
maximum FC current. Fig. 11 shows the response of the system alongside a 30 A step current. When t=0 s, the
values of ufc and usc are 29.7 V and 29.3 V, respectively. The voltage difference is linked to the voltage drop in the
diode, and so the SCs are correctly loaded. A pulse current step (its=0-30 A) at t=10 s is imposed on the passive
FC/SC system. From the proposed method, the objective FC operating frequency is 10 mHz. However, the SC sizes
are limited in commercial standard values. Consequently, the FC current ifc has a stabilization time of 74 s, which
corresponds to an operating frequency of 13 mHz. The results show that the SC responds correspond to the
calculated theoretical cut-off frequency of (13), although the FC polarization curve has been defined as a linear
model. Indeed, the polarization curve characterization assumes voltage, current, and temperature steady state, thus
neglecting the transient states. During this test, the minimum voltage of the SC is 18.8 V. This voltage is higher
than usc0/2. Consequently, the selected SCs allow to maintain an enough SC state of charge, which limits the currents
and the efficiency of the SC. Finally, the configuration allows the system to respond to the traction demands in a
passive way. Peak power demands are provided by the SC and the FC provides an average traction power. For
example, the 440 W power demand at t=10 s is exclusively provided by the SC. The FC then progressively increase

its power component and takeover of the SC contribution.

Fig. 11. Passive hybrid source current step validation, a) voltage profile, b) current profile, and c) power profile
4.2. Supercapacitors Pre-Charging
The developed pre-charging strategy is built and implemented in a National Instrument NI PCI-6229 controller.
The management of the contactors allows two operation modes:
1) Mode 1: SC pre-charging. Kfc and Ksc are closed. KR and Kload are opened. The system becomes a closed
circuit with the FC, diode, pre-charging resistor and SC connected in series. The FC charges the SC up to
its OCV. And the pre-charged resistor limits the inrush current ifc.
2) Mode 2: Vehicle operation. Kfc, Ksc, KR and Kload are closed. The emulated traction load is connected in
parallel to the SC of the system. Therefore, the system becomes a circuit with three branches in parallels:
the FC and the diode, the SC, and the load. The FC operation frequency depends on the SC characteristics.
The first pre-charging step is necessary to balance the FC and the SC at the same electric potential, this process is
shown in Fig. 12. When the FC is turned on, it is on OCV. Then the FC is connected to the SC by closing the
contactor Kfc and Ksc at t=10 s, its voltage drops instantly to around 20 V. The pre-charged resistor limits the load
current to 20 A. The charging current decreases with a time constant about 38 s, and then an operating frequency of
4.2 mHz. This corresponds to the frequency defined by Eq. (13), but considering the additional fixed pre-charged
resistor of 1 Ω. The stabilization time is about 190 s. The advantage of the chosen pre-charging method is that it
limits the charging current, which avoids component stress during the FC/SC passive connection, however the SC
charging time is relatively long. Note that for this pre-charging test, the SC was fully discharged. This is the worst
operation case that should not happen often because the SC self-discharge time constant is relatively long [26].
More advanced pre-charging strategies could be used in further studies, including short-circuit or progressive FC/SC
connection [28], using a Voltage Stabilization System (VSS) [57], or a control system to regulate the connection of
a pre-charging resistance before starting the vehicle [58].

Fig. 12. Supercapacitors pre-charge, a) voltage profile, b) current profile, and c) power profile
4.3. On-Road Operation
The 1.2kW programmable load reproduces the on-road power profile with a scale reduction of 25. And the studied
hybrid power source is based on a Horizon 500-W FC (H-500 FC) connected in parallel with a SC pack. Based on
the proposed three-criteria sizing method the selected capacitor value is a pack of two 16.2V-58F SC (BMOD0058
Maxwell SC) connected in series. This passive configuration avoids using a power electronics converter, because
the current distribution between the FC and the SC depends on the natural behavior of each component. The
experimental results of implemented FC/SC passive coupling in real-time conditions; power, voltage, and current
splits; are shown in Fig. 13. As with the hybrid source design validation test, the SCs are charged at t=0 s. It is
observed from Fig. 13a that the traction power profile has two main peaks that overpass the maximum power of the
FC. However, the SC has enough energy to immediately supply the requested power without a high voltage drop as
shown in the storage capacity criterion. In this respect the Fig. 13b shows the SOC evolution of the SC. The lowest
SOC is 89% that happens during the highest current peak of 30 A. The FC voltage evolution operates in the linear
zone of the polarization curve as shown in Fig. 13c, that avoids physical instability on the FC. In addition, the SC
voltage never exceeds its voltage limits. Also, the FC current distribution is filtered thru the SC avoiding high
current stress by the FC, as shown in Fig. 13d. The maximum current change per second is 1.2 A/s, which is inferior
to the 2 A/s design limit. As described, the FC/SC passive system respects the all the sizing constraints, and the SCs
assist the FC to meet the requirements of the load with a guarantee of system stability in real-time.

Fig. 13. Reduced-scale vehicle operation validation, measured signals a) voltage, b) SC SOC, c) current, and d)
power
5. Conclusion
This paper deals with the design of a passive FC/SC hybrid source based on a three-criteria sizing method. As
other sizing method found in the literature, storage capacity and voltage of the SC must be checked for security and
efficiency purposes. The additional design criterion is the FC current dynamic, defined in a heuristic way to limit
the FC degradation by limiting the FC current slope. For the SC design, the FC current versus the traction system
current transfer function is defined based on the Mason’s gain. Assuming that the used models are linear, the FC
model, the analysis of this transfer function allows selecting the SC according to the desired FC operating frequency.
The proposed sizing approach allows to 1) reduce the FC degradation rate because the current slope, OCV, and
stop-start operation are limited, and 2) improve the system efficiency because the SCs operate at a voltage discharge
ratio upper than 50%. The developed design method is validated in real-time on an experimental setup. Three tests
are carried out: SC pre-charging, traction current step, and on-road operation. Experimental results have shown that
the SC can assist the FC to meet the power requirements with a guarantee of system stability and design constrains.
In future, new strategies could be put forward to choose the optimal FC frequency operation, based on
degradation, performance, or efficiency criteria. Additional work is required to model the FC degradations under a
dynamic profile as presented in automotive application. Moreover, the study of a passive/active configuration,
which uses an additional converter to convert the power from the SC to the traction, can be explored. This
configuration could allow to start the vehicle without finishing the pre-charging phase but requires studying the
minimum SC voltage to switch on the converter.
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7. Nomenclatures
Equivalent capacitance of SC [F]
SC energy [J]
Cut-off frequency [Hz]
FC current [A]
SC current [A]
Traction current [A]
FC switch
Load switch
Pre-charged switch
SC switch
Loop gain
Maximum FC power [W]
Low frequency power [W]
Maximum load power [W]
Path cofactor
Traction power [W]
Equivalent diode resistance [Ω]
Equivalent resistance of SC [Ω]
Linear transfer function
FC voltage [V]
SC voltage [V]
Determinant
Damping coefficient
Time constant [s]
Natural pulsation
Fixed resistor [Ω]
Linear FC coefficient

Csc
Eu
fc
ifc
isc
Its
Kfc
Kload
KR
Ksc
Li
PFC,max
PLF
Pload,max
Pn
Pts
rD
rsc
T(s)
ufc
usc
Δ
ξ
τ
ωn
𝑅
𝑘

Abbreviations and acronyms
DOE
United States Department of Energy
FC
Fuel cell
FC/SC
Fuel cell/supercapacitor
GPS
Global positioning system
H-500 FC
Horizon 500-W FC
OCV
Open circuit voltage
SC
Supercapacitor
UQTR
Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières
VSS
Voltage Stabilization System
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